


Place your Shade Tech in the center of the setup area. With a partner on the opposite long 

side of the frame, hold onto the two outer legs (fig A).  Lift canopy and take a few steps back 

until you extend the frame to a full arm’s length (fig B).  To improve the opening and closing of 

your Shade Tech, you may spray silicone lubricant on the outer legs.

Lower and collapse the legs starting with one long side (fig L).  Start folding the middle leg 

first to avoid twisting the canopy (fig K).

 

Release the pull pin sliders by pulling on the rings (fig O).  If the load is too much, it will 

help to lift the tube next to the slider to relieve the weight.  

After all 6 sliders released, stand opposite each other (your partner should be across the 

long side- fig P).  Position your hands at the top of the middle eaves (fig Q).

 

Lift and walk towards your partner together (fig R). The canopy should start to collapse (fig S). 

Grab the outer leg and lift the canopy and walk towards your partner (fig T).  Be careful not 

to pinch your fingers on the eaves trusses.

Compress the top and the canopy, squeezing as much air out as you can.  Unzip the 

wheeled bag, and position the mouth of the bag over the canopy (fig U).

 

Gently pull the bag down slowly on each side (fig V). If your canopy has a lot of air inside of it, it 

may take a few moments to do this step.  Continue until the entire canopy is in the bag (fig W).

 

Turn the bag upside down and close the zipper (fig X). You can now roll your canopy away (fig Y).  

 

Position your hands onto the middle lower “V” as shown (fig C).  Lift the canopy and pry the 

“V” open while moving backwards quickly.  When you finish, the canopy should already be 

spread all the way (fig D). 

Lock the sliders in place by pulling them upwards (fig E).  If you experience difficulty here, 

your canopy may not have opened all the way.  Please close the canopy and repeat Step 2 

with a quicker opening speed to get the canopy to open almost all the way.  If you do this 

step fast enough, some of the sliders may already click in place.

Unfold the top fabric, match the long side to the canopy, make sure it’s right side up by 

having the hook and loop pads inside and the edge piping outside.  Drape this over the 

frame (fig F).  

Position the corners so the hook and loop pads match the ones that are attached to the frame 

(fig G).  When you reach the last corners, it may be necessary to adjust them so they’re 

centered properly, do so by folding the top so the hook and loop don’t touch and position the 

fabric accordingly (fig H).  Your top should now be in place (fig I).

Lift one of the long sides and extend the legs (fig J).  Doing a long side first will minimize 

twisting your canopy.  Extend the middle leg as well (fig K).

Lift the other side and extend the legs to even out your canopy (fig L).  You can adjust the 

height by raising it further with the push pins (fig M).  Congratulations.  Your Shade Tech 

canopy is now up (fig N).

Now would be a good idea to fill out the warranty form.  Product information is located on the 

sticker on the eaves of the frame.  The sticker looks like this (fig 1).  Staple your receipt to the 

warranty form and store in a safe place.

On the internet, log on to BravoSportsCorp.com/ServiceProductRegistration.aspx and 

register your new canopy.  If you have issues setting up your canopy, have questions, need 

parts or accessories, call our customer service line at 800-248-5327.

Step 8

Step 8

Step 9

Before proceeding with the assembly of your Shade Tech® Instant Canopy,  please make yourself

familiar with its parts and how they make your Shade Tech® function. 

The following parts are inside your Shade Tech® box: 

1 Shade Tech® Assembled Frame 
Note:  The canopy top may remain in place for easier subsequent set-up.  However, to prolong the life of the 

fabric, we  recommend that you remove the top when storing your canopy.

WARNING: Before storing your Shade Tech®,  be sure the canopy top is not wet or damp.   Storing your 

Shade Tech® while it is even slightly damp may cause mildew.   Allow your canopy top to completely dry 

before taking it down.   If you must take down your Shade Tech® while the canopy is damp,  remove the 

canopy top from the frame by unfastening the hook and loop straps.   Fold up the frame and lay  the 

canopy top down, fully open,  as  soon as possible and allow it to completely dry.
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